ANAGRAM QUIZ 12

ANIL
Perth, Australia

The clues are both anagrams and strong hints or definitions of the answers. Word length (6) and | betray polyanagrams and zippers. (4|4) denotes a helpful charade of an eight letter answer.

1. be-ill (5)
2. ex-ripe (6)
3. I arc-curl. (8)
4. id misrule (9)
5. arrow-end (8)
6. prime dint (9)
7. openin’ tic (9)
8. pre of lay (4|4)
9. eat-ruction (10)
10. Pert? Dead! (8)
11. AM (<Latin) (7)
12. slick quiver (5|6)
13. “mule teams” (9)
14. Bod’s holed. (5|4)
15. a thin prod (4 | 4)
16. End’s ‘coned’. (9)
17. The is’s ain’t! (10)
18. Oo, frigged! (4 5!)
19. “as if” (flying (10)
20. Bag’l’ll de-lard. (4 7)
21. I poot, ruin all. (3 9)
22. Sin glut gin slut? (7)
23. So hear sore “ah”. (6)
24. I “there = here” it. (6)
25. Exit, remain not. (13)
26. on becomin’ a pal (13)
27. Spy out a past you. (7)
28. No Nosy names us. (13)
29. his gold ‘n’ L/s/d hog-in (8)
30. nil (one less one) illness (10)
31. am blasting, malign, stab (10)
32. Long oared, I ride lagoon. (1 9)
33. Tie, lid armies ’til armies die. (12)
34. Scope: it ties cop|se topic to epics. (7)
35. I cite “No mate cum. No clap.” (10 10)
36. ‘One Coat’ friends—and it’s one force. (14)